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Abstract: We explore the application of normalizing flows for improving the
performance of trajectory planning for autonomous vehicles (AVs). Normalizing
flows provide an invertible mapping from a known prior distribution to a potentially
complex, multi-modal target distribution and allow for fast sampling with exact
PDF inference. By modeling a trajectory planner’s cost manifold as an energy
function we learn a scene conditioned mapping from the prior to a Boltzmann
distribution over the AV control space. This mapping allows for control samples
and their associated energy to be generated jointly and in parallel. We propose
using neural autoregressive flow (NAF) as part of an end-to-end deep learned
system that allows for utilizing sensors, map, and route information to condition
the flow mapping. Finally, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on
real world datasets over IL and hand constructed trajectory sampling techniques.
Keywords: Autonomous Driving, Trajectory Planning, Normalizing Flows
1 Introduction
Generating a control trajectory which provides safe, comfortable, and socially responsible motion is
a fundamental problem for operating autonomous vehicles (AVs). Since high quality human driving
data is easily available, imitative models which learn to mimic expert demonstrations are a popular
approach [1]. End-to-end imitation learning (IL) approaches are attractive because they allow for a
mapping to be learned between high dimensional context features, such as sensor and map data, and
the control space of the vehicle platform.
However, these IL approaches have several limitations which make their use in practice difficult. The
first is that for every scene there is only one label, since the expert only provided one demonstration,
and it is unclear how to properly penalize deviations from the demonstration. The second is that the
internal belief state of the expert is not available which means the AV is unlikely to learn the correct
response to it’s own aleatoric and epistemic uncertainties about a road scene. Finally, AV operation
typically requires high confidence in the safety outcomes of a control trajectory, which typically
necessitates a downstream whitebox costing module to verify the IL method’s output.
In this work we propose a method to address these problems by learning an end-to-end imitation
of a trajectory planner and restricting the policy space of control trajectories to those that behave
stylistically the same as the expert. A trajectory planner uses a cost manifold over the control trajectory
space to define the desired AV behavior as the global optima of the manifold. Whitebox planners
ingest interpretable representations of the scene, which enables the enforcement of strong conditions
on safety, and can reason about the uncertainties of the AV system. Additionally, in contrast to a
single expert demonstration, the cost manifold provides information about how to penalize deviations
from the optima. Thus instead of learning the PDF of the expert given a scene the proposed method
learns a density function which corresponds to the planner’s cost manifold.
Our approach builds upon normalizing flows which are capabable of representing complex, multi-
modal manifolds from a known prior distribution and supports efficient, parallel sampling. First,
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we use a variational autoencoder to learn a representative subspace of the control trajectory space
from all expert driving demonstrations. Samples from this encoding space should generate control
trajectories which behave stylistically the same as the expert. Then we train a normalizing flow
mapping from the prior distribution to a Boltzmann distribution in the control trajectory encoding
space using the cost manifold as an energy function. We propose using neural autoregressive flow
(NAF) for this flow mapping because of it’s ability to transform a single modal prior into a multimodal
target distribution [2]. We train our flow method as in inverse autoregressive flow (IAF) [3] which
allows for efficient control trajectory sample generation using parallel transformations. We refer to
our method subsequently as FlowPlan.
The main contributions of this work are
• A method for efficiently generating trajectory samples and their associated energy which directly
models complex multimodal planning cost manifolds.
• Using high level contextual features our method is able to generate samples that account for
multiple cost generating constraints in the scene.
• We demonstrate the benefits of our approach over hand constructed, parametric sampling strategies
on real world datasets.
2 Related Work
Trajectory sampling techniques for planning attempt to construct trajectories from structured,
parametric representations which are likely to solve the SDV’s planning problem. One common
method used for in-lane driving is to construct samples within a Frenet frame around a nominal path
as explored by [4] with traffic-adaptive velocity profiles for highway driving. A review encompassing
these approaches including clothoid, bezier, and polynomial representations can be found in [5]. In
contrast to our approach, these methods typically involve hand crafting strategies for adapting the
parameters of the trajectory representation to the planning problem.
Variational methods which perform continuous optimization in a function space are typically solved
with iterative strategies such as DDP [6] or iLQR [7]. These methods require the cost functions and
trajectory representations to be differentiable and are restricted to finding local optima. A survey of
this class of approaches can be found in [8]. Our work complements these methods since it requires a
differentiable planner, can target multimodal cost surfaces to find the global optima, and the output
can be used as an initial action sequence for further optimization.
Imitation Learning Methods Learning-based approaches have also been used for motion planning,
Imitation Learning (IL) being one of the most popular ones of those. Expert demonstrations are
used to learn the desired behavior or driving policy. Pomerleau [9] being one of the first successful
implementations. Since then, significant progress has been made to accomplish more complex
maneuvers and scenarios, in [10, 11]. But, these approaches are not able to generalize outside the
expert demonstrations as shown in [12]. Bansal et al. [1] and Tigas et al. [13], address generalization
outside expert demonstrations by doing closed-loop training and adding different goal functions to
guide imitation policy respectively. While these IL approaches alleviate the need for hand-tuning
cost functions, they suffer from compounding errors due to auto-regressive nature and provide very
little or no interpretability. There has also been parallel work, which explores normalizing flows
for learning the density function. Bhattacharyya et al. [14] combine a conditional normalizing
flow model with VAE to learn an invertible density model for trajectory sampling from expert
demonstration. Mangalam et al. [15] investigate conditional VAEs with end-point conditioning to
accomplish goal-directed sampling along with a social pooling layer for capturing interaction.
3 Background
3.1 Motion Planning Problem
The purpose of the planner is to provide safe, comfortable motion for an autonomous vehicle
constrained by dynamic feasibility, partial observability, and product experience preferences. This
is accomplished by formulating the problem as a partially observable Markov decision process
(POMDP) which is optimized over a finite time horizon T . In this work the POMDP model is defined
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by the tuple 〈S,A,O, T ,Z, C, b〉 where S is the state space of the scene, A is the action space, O is
the observation space, and T (s′|s, a) is the probabilistic transition function from state s to s′ when
taking action a. The belief state bt(s) is a probability distribution over the scene states s ∈ S which
the SDV maintains from the history of observations and actions ht = (a0, o0, a1, o1, . . . , at−1, ot−1)
and the initial belief state b0. The observation and transition models allow for the belief state to be
updated through Bayes rule. A complete description of POMDPs can be found in [16].
In this work the policy pi is a deterministic mapping B → A from belief space to the action space.
We formulate the planner cost as an energy based model [17] which define a Boltzmann distribution
from the product of exponentiated cost functions
J(pi|b) = 1
Z
T−1∏
t=0
e−C(st,at|pi,bt) · e−CT (sT ,aT |pi,bT ) (1)
Where CT is a terminal cost function that approximates the remaining cost-to-go. The planner
performs an online search for the optimal policy pi∗ which maximizes the expected value of the
distribution under the belief state b
pi∗ = arg max
pi∈P
ET [J(pi|b)] (2)
3.2 Normalizing Flows
A finite normalizing flow (flow) is an iterative framework for estimating and building flexible target
distributions introduced in [18]. The flow model consists of a series of invertible transformations
τn which map a known prior distribution q(z0) to a potentially complex, target distribution while
preserving the total probability mass of the original pdf . More formally,
z0 ∼ q(z0) (3)
zN = τn(zn−1; θ|ht), ∀n = 1....N (4)
where θ are the parameters of the flow model transformations and depend upon action and observation
history ht. Since each transformation is invertible, we can use the change of variables formula to
obtain the final log density:
log q(zN |ht) = log q(z0|ht)−
N∑
n=1
log det | dzn
dzn−1
| (5)
We can think of transformations τn as expanding or contracting the space of the known prior q(z0)
into the conditional target q(zN |ht) with the corresponding Jacobian determinant describing the
relative change of volume and ensuring total probability mass is conserved.
4 Method
An overview of our model architecture for FlowPlan can be found in Figure 1. Raw sensor data
(LiDAR, Cameras, Radars) and HD map data is processed by a backbone network, to construct
an internal feature representation. Actor detections and future predictions are generated from the
output of backbone network using separate deep networks, described in section 4.1. The detections,
predictions, and HD maps are used by the trajectory planner costing functions which provide the
probability density estimates for each control trajectory in section 4.2. A σVAE is used to learn
a reduced dimensional latent space of the trajectory control samples from expert demonstrations,
described in section 4.3. Our flow network works in parallel to the detector head and also consumes
the output of backbone network as a scene conditioner. An autoregressive flow conditioned on the
scene, generates trajectory samples in a latent space, described in section 4.4. The flow module is
trained to minimize the loss function defined in section 4.5.
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Figure 1: Our model architecture for FlowPlan. Blue modules are used from previous work [19, 20]
which are pretrained and are kept frozen during training. Red modules represent our flow planner
which works as a control trajectory sampling module. Green modules represent the components of a
traditional trajectory planner.
4.1 Scene Conditioning
An AV’s observation and action history ht is high dimensional, consisting of a historical sequence of
sensor observations, map states, and vehicle states. Starting from this raw data, we seek to construct
a context feature vector representing the belief state b(s) for conditioning the flow network. In this
work, we use a pretrained detector [19] which takes as input a voxelized LiDAR point cloud and
rasterized map state and constructs an internal feature representation of b(s), which we denote as b(s).
Output states from this detector head are forwarded to a prediction head (ILVM [20]) for generating
scene predictions. ILVM is a graph neural network used for generating multimodal future actors
distributions. These actor trajectory predictions are passed to the trajectory planner cost functions
while the internal feature vetor representation b(s) is used by the flow module as a conditioner. An
illustration of the ILVM output can be seen in Figure 2(a).
4.2 Trajectory Planner
The purpose of a trajectory planner in an AV system is to find control trajectory pi∗ corresponding
to the optima of the cost manifold from Eq. 2. In this work, we utilize an interpretable planner that
accepts map data, vehicle platform state, and probabilistic multimodal trajectory predictions for other
actors future state for the belief state b(s). The cost function used by the planner assigns a total cost
to a control trajectory pi and belief state b(s).
Probabilistic elements in the scene have their costs weighted by their probability to compute the
expected cost of a single control trajectory. We require that the cost functions be differentiable to
support training. During online operation the output samples of FlowPlan would be used to initialize
the AV trajectory planner process. However, during offline training we only utilize the trajectory
planner cost functions and are independent of the optimization method employed by the trajectory
planner.
4.3 Expert Demonstration Encoding
We construct an encoding space of expert control trajectory demonstrations using a conditional
Variational Autoencoder. The VAE finds a reduced dimensionality subspace of the original control
trajectory space and samples from this encoding space should match the expert control trajectories
stylistically. The inputs to the VAE are x which is the expert control trajectory and a condition vector
c which consists of a history of the vehicle platform dynamics. The VAE is trained following the
σVAE [21] method which allows for the weight between the MSE and KL divergence terms in the
loss function to be learned
L = D lnσ + D
2σ
MSE(xˆ, x) +DKL(q(z|x)||p(z)). (6)
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Figure 2: (a): The predicted trajectories for all the actors in the scene obtained via the ILVM [20]
network. The color gradient shows different timesteps in the predicted trajectory. White curves
illustrate the ground truth behavior of the actor. (b): Control trajectories in continuous (x,y) frame
generated from the baseline Polynomial Frenet method over a straight path. The color gradient from
blue to red indicates the change in costs for the control trajectories considering dynamics and lane
following penalties.
so that no hyperparameter tuning needs to be performed. The σVAE is trained separately on all
expert control trajectories from the dataset and is kept frozen during the flow training. During the
main training loop only the decoder is used to create trajectory samples from the output of the
autoregressive flow model.
4.4 Neural Autoregressive Flow
The affine transformations which were used in earlier flow models such IAF [3] and MAF [22]
supported efficient inversion and log determinant calculation required for (5) but could not transform
a unimodal prior into a multimodal target distribution. Neural Autoregressive Flow (NAF) [2]
addressed this limitation by expressing the transform as a learnable neural network
τn(zn−1) = DNN(zn−1; θ) (7)
whose parameters θ come from an autoregressive conditioner model. While the flexibility of the
DNN mapping allows for nonaffine transformation which can express more expressive posterior
distributions, because flow models require invertibility and efficient log determinant calculation, the
class of networks which can be used for DNN is restricted.
NAFs propose using a class of DNN such that fully connected MLPs are used for the autoregressive
NN layers, with conditions that all weights be positive and activation functions be monotonically
increasing to preserve invertibility of the transformation function.
The output of the NAF is the transformed samples zN and associated sum of log determinants
NAF (z0|b) = zN ,
∑
n
log det | dzn
dzn−1
| (8)
where z0 ∼ N (0, 1) and b is the scene condition provided in backbone network as described in
section 4.1. The log posterior density is calculated using (8) and (5). Finally, the output zN is passed
to the σVAE decoder to obtain the control trajectory pi(zN ) from the encoding space.
4.5 Loss Function
In this work, we aim to learn a mapping from a known prior distribution, q(z0) = N (0, 1), to the
target distribution defined by the planner cost surface in Eq. 1. We formulate the mapping as the
optimization as a reverse-KL divergence minimization:
argminθDKL [q(zN |θ, b) || J(zN |b)] (9)
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where q(zn|θ, b) is the output of the flow model in Eq. 5 and J(zn|b) is the likelihood of that output
under the planner cost surface.
We train the normalizing flow by obtaining the scene context feature vector from the backbone
network as described in section 4.1 and drawing L samples from the prior distribution z0 ∼ N (0, 1).
The per sample loss of the flow mapping minimizes Eq. 9 with the output of Eq. 8 according to
loss = − log(J(zN |b))−
N∑
n=1
log det | dzn
dzn−1
| (10)
5 Experimental Results
In this section, we first describe the datasets and experimental setups that we use for evaluation. Our
experiments aim to answer the following questions:
• How does the method compare to alternatives at generating a low cost trajectory sample as a
function of trajectory sampling set size. (Sec. 5.1)
• How effective is the proposed method at representing the density of the target distribution? (Sec.
5.2)
Our proposed method and ablations are compared on the autonomous driving dataset HES-4D [23].
HES-4D uses a 64-beam roof-mounted LiDAR and consists of 6500 snippets in total, each 25 seconds
long, spanning multiple North American cities. In each city, we have access to high definition maps
capturing the geometry and the topology of each road network. The perceptual RoI including sensor
and map data is 14080 meters centered on the self-driving vehicle and for contextual history we
utilize a total of 10 LiDAR sweeps at 10 Hz. The pretrained perception and prediction model (Section
4.1) predicts 2 seconds into the future at 0.2 seconds intervals. All models in this section utilize the
pretrained Pixor [19] + ILVM [20] network for generating the motion forecasts for other actors used
in the planner costs functions as well as for generating the perception backbone feature vector b(s).
The σVAE (Section 4.3) is pretrained using the human driving examples from the training set and
is conditioned with the AV history consisting of 2 seconds of dynamics information at 5 Hz. The
planner cost functions consists of dynamics, lane boundary, and collision penalty terms and the
reward function is distance traveled along path as described in [24]. All samples generated from prior
distributions come from N (0, 1) unless otherwise specified. For a baseline method we use a popular
Frenet frame method similar to Werling et al. [4] and generate trajectory samples from the cross
product of independent polynomials in the longitudinal and lateral dimensions. This is referred to in
the results as Polynominal Frenet method. Figure 2(b) shows example control trajectories generated
by this method. Control trajectory samples for all methods consist of acceleration and steering angle
tuples for 2 seconds at 5 Hz.
We provide qualitative results in Fig. 3 for our model. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of
the model and the importance of learning the planning cost surface during training.
5.1 Sampling Efficiency
We evaluate the sampling efficiency of various approaches by measuring the average planner cost of
the best performing sample across the evaluation dataset as a function of number of control trajectories
generated. Lower cost implies that the sampled control trajectory is closer to the optima of the cost
surface. In Figure 4 (a), we compare our method FlowPlan to the baseline method Polynomial Frenet,
several ablations, and a model with the same architecture as FlowPlan but using an imitation learning
(IL) loss against the expert driving demonstration. For the ablations, we examine taking samples
directly from the latent space of the pretrained σVAE without the flow model. Samples are drawn
from N (0, 1) in the latent space. We also examine the NAF model without the σVAE to evaluate
the efficacy of learning a normalizing flow mapping on the full control trajectory dimension without
utilizing the expert demonstration conditioned latent space.
At low sample counts, FlowPlan significantly outperforms the baseline method Polynomial Frenet.
This is because FlowPlan is better able to take advantage of historical and scene contextual information
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Figure 3: In the left images the AV is represented as a pink box and red dots represents the chosen
trajectory under the planner cost. Top Left: A scenario where the AV must wait to merge behind
an incoming actor which has priority. Our model generates a variety of control trajectories which
decelerate and preemptively steer for lane alignment. Bottom Left: A scenario where the AV is
making a right turn while staying in the lane, showing the importance of considering lane boundaries
through the planner cost surface. Right Images: 64 sampled trajectories from the FlowPlan model
for the respective scene. The color of the control trajectories represents the respective cost of the
trajectory under the planner cost surface. The area left of the black line in the samples plot indicate
AV’s 2 sec controls history.
unlike the baseline which requires the use of hand coded rules to adapt to the context. As the number
of samples increase the methods begin to converge to the same average min cost since the coverage of
the action space is much broader at higher sample counts in the baseline, demonstrating that context
matters less in the regime where coverage is high.
The σVAE model also performs better than the baseline at low sample counts. We argue this is
because the future AV control trajectory for most road network scenes is highly dependent on the
historical dynamics information of the AV itself, which the model has access to. FlowPlan improves
this performance by additionally accounting for the perceptual information. NAF without σVAE
tends to produce non-smooth control trajectories as it cannot exploit a lower dimensional latent space
to produce reconstructions of expert demonstrations which results in a higher average control loss.
The model trained with IL loss performance does not depend on the sample count and performs worse
than σVAE despite both models only having access to the expert driving demonstration. We argue
this is due to the IL model learning a narrower distribution around a single expert trajectory given
the context than σVAE which only has access to the AV dynamics history. Since the IL distribution
is narrow around a single example there is less chance that a diversity of samples will produce
meaningful differences in planner cost.
5.2 Target Distribution Learning
In this experiment, we are interested in empirically verifying if high probability density regions of
the FlowPlan output distribution correspond to low planner cost. We propose finding high-probability
regions in the output distribution of FlowPlan using the cross-entropy method (CEM). In CEM, we
sample n times from an initial sampling distribution. The top e samples with highest probability
density under output distribution from FlowPlan are selected and used to update the mean and the
variance of the original sampling distribution. After N iterations of refinement we output the mean
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Figure 4: (a): A comparison of different sampling techniques used for generating low cost control
trajectories. We measure the average cost of the best performing control trajectory for every scene
in the evaluation set. Our method FlowPlan outperforms the baseline Polynominal Frenet method
especially in the low sample regime. (b): We demonstrate that high probability regions of the NAF
output distribution correspond to low cost surface regions using cross-entropy method (CEM). As
CEM iterations increase the corresponding average cost under the planner cost surface of all samples
in the CEM set decreases.
of the resulting sampling distribution as our latent variable which has the maximum density under the
output distribution.
Ai = {zi}, Ai ∼ N (µm, Σm)∀i ∈ n
Aelites = sort(Ai)[−e :]
µm+1 = α ∗mean(Aelites) + (1− α)µm
Σm+1 = α ∗ var(Aelites) + (1− α)Σm
(11)
In Figure 4 (b), we show that with each iteration of CEM we sample higher probability trajectories in
the FlowPlan output distribution and on evaluation of these trajectories we find the average planner
cost decreases. This shows that high probability control trajectories under our learnt distribution
correspond to low costs in the planner cost manifold.
6 Discussion
We present FlowPlan, a normalizing flow approach for generating control trajectory samples along
with associated probability density under the planner cost surface for AVs. As the flow model
is connected to a learned perception & prediction model which generates interpretable motion
forecasting, the model leverages the full scene context during inference and adds little computational
overhead to the existing AV stack. We compare this model using a dataset consisting of real world
driving examples and show this approach is per sample more efficient to alternative approaches.
Limitations and Future Work. Because the model learns a non-transparent mapping from the prior
distribution to the target, in order to ensure that safety maneuvers, such as max braking, are always in
the considered trajectory set these have to be added in through an outside process. Additionally, the
SDV trajectory samples are generated independently from the motion forecasting of other actors the
predicted actions of other actors in the scene are not conditioned on the SDV intent. In the future
we would like to extend this work to a unified probabilistic generative model that samples the SDV
trajectory samples jointly with the motion forecasts of other actors.
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